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The meeting was called to order at ll a.m. 

AGENDA ITEliS 31 TO 49 AND 121 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Hr. l!!HEU (Kenya): Mr. Chairman, permit me on behalf of my 

delegation to congratulate you on your election as Chairman of the First 

Committee. You bring to your assignment. wide and tested experience. vle 

feel confident that the work of the Committee is in competent hands. 

Once again we are assembled in New York to go carefully through the 

agenda items assigned to this Committee and to pass resolutions that call 

for comprehensive disarmament, confidence-building measures, reduction 

of military budgets, the declaration of the 1980s as the second disarmament 

decade and so forth. Havinc; vrasted the 1970s as the first Disarmament 

Decade, one would have expected us to have stopped and critically examined 

the factors that led to the dismal failure to heed the timely warning of 

our common peril and to have done somethinc; about it. It was during 

that first Disarmament Decade that the momenturn for improvement in the 

q_uali ty and the in~rease in the q_uanti ty of vreapons really picked up. It vras 

durinc; that decade that global expenditure on arms rose from ;~180 billion in 

1970 to :~500 billion at the end of that decade. It was during that decade 

the.t the number of unemployed globally rose more rapidly than at any time 

in recent years, increasing and deepening world poverty in the process. 
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This in turn increased the sense of danger, causing E~~r mistrust and 

tension. Hardest hit, ivith ever increasing poverty, is the develop in:>; vorld. It is 

forced to undersell its rmr material to the cleveloped -vrorld, vrhich in turn 

sells bach: to them exorbitantly over-priced manufactured capital goods, 

including conventional vreapons. 'l'he developing world absorbs t1w thirds of 

the world's trade in weapons. 

The 1978 United Nations study on the economic and social consequences of 

the arms race, which examined the relationship between military expenditure 

and current problems of recession inflation and lo-vr grouth demonstrated ·-

and I QUOte from the speech of Mr. Shridath S. Ramphal, Commomreal th Secretary 

General, on rationality without reason -

''that large military expenditure contributed to the depletion of natural 

resources, to the c:te;,«;ravation of inflationary tendencies and to the 

><orsening of balance of payments problems. Inflation in particular lS a 

seldom aclmm-rledged by~.product of militarization, vhich overheats the 

civilian economy, depresses productive investment and thvarts economic 

growth. Hhen for so many industrialized sod eties the fight against 

inflation is proclaimed as the most urgent priority, it is •·rell to 

remember that armaments expenditure prolongs inflationary pr8ssures. 

Today, all these economic consequences are in evidence." 

For these reasons and for others that are becoming increasingly obvious, 

the number of victims of famine is rapidly increasing. It is no-vrbelieved that 

28 people are dyi~g per minute as a result of hunger. 

General Assembly resolution 34/73, adopted at the thirty-fourth session, 

states, in part, that the General Assembly 

and 

1;Reaffirms its convict ion that a treaty to achieve the prohibition 

of all nuclear test explosions by all States for all time is a matter of 

the highest priority~ n, 
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''Requests the Committee on Disarmament to initiate negotiations on 

such a treaty as a matter of the highest priority." 

'I'he Ccmnittee on Disarmament has not started negotiations. It has not 

even agreed on the formation of an ad hoc working group to examine the salient 

points that would form a basis for future negotiations. There are powerful 

voices blocldng the formation of such an ad hoc worldng group. The Group 

of 21, representing non-aligned and neutral States vli thin the Committee, has 

been pressing for the formation of this ad hoc working ~rOUR to no avail. 

In its statement of 4 t1arch 1980 contained in document CD/72, the Group of 21 

urged the Committee to establish a -vmrldng group to fulfil the requirement 

of the General Assembly resolution. The 1980 session of the Committee ended 

without attending to the top priority item on its agenda. ~1eanwhile 3 recorded 

nuclear--~-reapon tests for last year, according to the report of the Secretary

General in document A/35/257 of 23 ~1ay 1980, clearly show an increase -however 

slight - over the previous year. In 1979, the USSR led the list vli th 28, 

follov1ed by the United States w·ith 15, France with 9 and the United Kingdom with one, 

and China came out without a single nuclear test. 

\le urge all nuclear-weapon States to heed the call for a ccm~rehensive 

nuclear test-ban treaty leading to the taltirg cf tte arns race and to nuclear 

disarmament. There is no alternative~ mutual deterrent poses the real 

danger of mutual destruction. Scorpions have been knovm to sting each other . 
accidentally. The shadow of the Hiroshima experience will never fade from 

the memories of humanity. In describing that nightmare, a ,Japanese journalist 

wrote: 

nsuddenly a glaring, whitish-pinkish light appeared in the sky, 

accompanied by an unnatural tremor 1·1hich was follovred almost imnediately 

by a wave of suffocating heat and a wind which svrept away everythinu; in 

its path. vTithin a few seconds, the thousands of people in the streets 
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in the centre of the town were s2orched by a. 1-rave of searing heat. Hany 

Fere killed instantly· others lay w-rithinR" on the e;round screaming in 

agony from the intolerable pain of their burns. Everything standing 

upright in the uay of the blast ~walls, houses, factories and other 

buildine;s ~· was annihilated. Hiroshima had ceased to exist." 

By that single act, humanity was given a horrifying foretaste of things 

to come that will be a million times vrorse if we do not heed the persistent 

and consistent voice of reason. In spite of all these warnings, the arms race 

has picked up momentum. To call for a halt to this race to extinction lS 

to speak with the voice of reason~ not to heed it is reckless, fcolish and 

um1ise. This racr::: is not only dangerous in terms of the real threat it poses~. 

it is also expensiv~. It takc:s bread from the mouths of I'lillions 

Hho eventually die of hune;er and starvation. Humanity must learn an important 

lesson from the honey bee: as long as it continues to iWrk hard making honey, 

it lives on 9 but when it becomes aggressive and uses its ultimate weapon, the 

sting, it dies S:)On after. Fe are faced 'dith the ultimate 1-:canons of instant 

mass obliteration. Talking about limited use of those vreapons clearly 

underrates the retaliatory capacity of the aggrieved or rrovol~:ed party 0 1-rho 

may choose to silence the age;ressor once a.nd for all. 

Our delegation vrelcomes the initiative being taken ln the Committee on 

Disarmament tm-rards the elaboration of conventions to ban the development and 

manufacture of chemical iveapons and radiological ueapons. vJe look forward to a 

more concerted effort by all members of the Committee on Disarmament to come 

up with a treaty that Hill ban these horrifyin8 weapons. 
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In 1964 the Organization of Africa Unity (OAU) declared Africa a 

nuclear-1-reapon-free zone and General Assembly resolution 34/76 confirms that 

1vish. 

There is growing evidence of South Africa's co-operation and collaboration 

vith its ~"estern allies in the field of nuclear technoloe;~r. South Africa 

admits that and I quote from the Secretary-General's report contained in 

document A/35/402 dated 9 September 1980: 

'vie can ascribe our degree of advancement today in larc;e measure to 

the traininc; and assistance so willingly provided by the United States of 

America during the early years of our nuclear proe;ram vhen several of the 

He stern -vrorld 1 s nations co-operated in ini tiatinc; our scientists and 

engineers into nuclear science.' (A/35/402, para. 31) 

That is the collaboration that has put South Africa on the road to 

becominc a nuclear-veapon State. 

The recent re:puted explosion ln South African waters is really no longer 

a mystery. The Hay South Africa reacted to the news left it suspect. 1:/e 

shall state our position once again: no amount of dynamite -vrill silence a 

people determined to be free. History is full of examples of tyrants vrho vere 

brow;ht dmm by the determined -vrill of the oppressed.. The Roman Empire 

exploited and brutalized the rest of Europe: a fe-vr determined men fro111 the 

north brouc;ht it dmm. The seeds of the destruction of the South African 

regime have been sown by that country itself and cultivated and nourished by 

the blood of its o-vm victims v.-ho cry out against it. It could not use nuclear 

~Veapons within its borders. The regime of the late Shah was better armed 

than South Africa 9 yet when the anc;er of the brutalized spilled over neither 

tanl;::s nor bullets could quell the determined 1vill of the oppressed. Let South 

Africa and its allies take their lesson from that fact of history; if they do 

not they uill be condemned to see history repeat itself. This is the immutable 

lmv of nature; the oppressor cannot ~Vin in the long run. 
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It l-ias sad to come away from the Second Review Conference of the Nuclear 

Non,- Proliferation Treaty without a final document. The centre-piece of the 

Treaty in our opinion is article VI which calls on the Parties to undertake to; 

... pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating 

to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament, and on a treaty on general and complete disarmament under 

strict ancl effective international control.;: (2373 (X~CII) Annex, Article VI) 

Not only has there been unwillingness to even share in multilateral 

negotiations to end nuclear tests, but there has been feverish vertical 

proliferation of nuclear,~-vreapon tests. The critical part is not only to 

contain any further horizontal proliferation~ it is surely the halting and 

containinc; of any further vertical proliferation. Hithout any evidence of a 

villingness to participate in meaningful negotiations to end vertical 

proliferation it was therefore right and proper that the Second Review 

Conference should have recorded its dissatisfaction at that state of affairs; 

not to have done so 1vould have been tantamount to having endorsed vertical 

proliferation. 

No sane person woulcl turn a blind eye to the item on the agenda before this 

Ccmmittee ree;arding urgent measures for reducine; the danger of war. Such 

danc;ers are evident everywhere. He have ourselves referred to them in the 

course of our statement. He very much hope that we can bring honest and 

sincere endeavour to bear on this subject so that we can lessen the dangers of 

war by exposin~ the agc;ressors and those who collaborate vrith them. 

Hr. ICAHANDA wa KAMAl'TDA (Zaire) (interpretation from French): IIr. Chairman, 

I should like at the outset to express my most sincere conc;ratulations to you 

on your unanimous election to the chairmanship of the First Committee. Hy 

congratulations go lil;:ewise to the other elected officers of the Committee. Your 

personal experience combined -vrith your eminent qualities as a diplomat and 

statesman are the surest guarantee of the successful outcome of our deliberations. 
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The Republic of Zaire had pinned great hopes on the tenth special session 

of the General Assembly, devoted to disarmament, and particularly on the 

implementation of the Final Document of that special session. 'I'he various 

reports of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the recowmendations 

and decisions adopted by the General Assembly at the tenth special sesslon 

emphasize that very little proc;ress has been made in that field. 

The head of the Zairian delec~ation, in the staten1ent he made to the General 

Assembly on 26 September 1980 recalled that accordinc; to SOI"le statistics 

~;;500 billion will be spent on arms in 1980, that is 10 per cent more than in 

1979, and that exactly ten years ago, in 1970, that figure was nearly $310 

billion. 

Thus from year to year, nohrithstanding proclamations of intent to halt and 

reverse the arms race and in favour of g~n~ral and ccmplete disarmament and 

of the recomn1endations contained in the Final Docu~ent of the tenth special 

session of the General Assembly,devoted to disarmament, military expenditures 

causecl by the arms race and the balance of terror are increasinG, reducing ever 

further the funds that the uorld cculd harness for develorment and 

for improvinc; the livinc; conditions of millions of human beings en cur planet, 

particularly in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

The nuclear~arms race has even entered upon a very active phase. Hotbeds of 

tension are increasing or flaring up ae;ain and the neu phenomenon of war by 

proxy that the great Powers of this vorld indulc;e in on the territory of others) 

preferably in the southern hemisphere of the ,zlobe, are becoming more marked 

and are increasing threats to neace, international security and the e:cercise 

of the right of peoples to self ,(l,eterJ11ination and the free choice of their 

destiny and the for;,, of their Government. 

Any clear--minded observer •:rill see that a return to the cold war has the 

immediate effect of cPusing an escalation of the arms race, as the protagonists 

say that they care so lLuch o.lcut r"',b:.:.l:c,ncir3 their relations cr re-esto.l,listinc; 

the balance of forces in the uorlcL 

Eot only does the implementation of the recmmnendations contained in the Final 

Document of the tenth special session record a slov rate of progress that reflects 

the real reluctance to disarm by th:>se countries most concerned, "tut in addition 

General Assembly resolution 2002 E (YXIV) of 16 December 1969, ~-rhich declared the 

first Disarmar,1ent Decade, is far fro'n having achieved its desired objectives. 
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And we are already talking about the Second United Nations Disarmament 

Decade. He made our official comments on that on an earlier occasion. Here, 

as elsewhere, we have very little that is concrete and of substance to show for 

it as long as the great Powers and the arms~-producing countries, in particular the 

nuclear-arms-producing countries, are not exerting all their political will 

to contribute to halting and reversing the arms race. 

As we have already stated, the question here is whether all the States 

of the world, and in particular the great Powers .. the nuclear Powers vrhich 

proclaim and reaffirm here their will to disarm, are really in earnest about 

disarmament· ·~-rhether the countries that thrive on the arms industry and those 

on vrhich the possession of the most sophisticated destructive weapons confers a 

position of pre-eminence in international relations as well as extremely 

important d<:_facto privileges in their relations 1:rith other States are really 

prepared to deprive themselves of those sources of revenue and means of grov~h 

on the one hand and the exorbitant de facto privileges which they enjoy on the 

other. 

The Republic of Zaire, lvhich is a developing country, has always approached 

the question of general and complete disarmament from the point of view of, 

first, the development and progress of peoples which should enjoy a better 

quality of life: secondly, the security indispensable to the organization of 

progress and development: and thirdly and finally, the absolute need to restore 

confidence in international relations, in order to ensure a world of peace, 

harmony and concord. 

It is with legitimate satisfaction, therefore, that we have seen the 

General Assembly of the United Nations adopt resolutions regarding the definition 

of the link that exists, and must exist, between disarmament and development, 

between disarmament and security and between disarmament and measures likely 

to increase confidence in international relations. 

vJe welcomed on the same lines the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security and the principle of the non-use of force in international 

relations. 

But in the light of experience we have seen that the developing countries and 

the developed and industrialized countries, in particular the great Powers and 
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the nuclear Powers, do not have the same ideas about development, security and 

measures likely to increase or build confidence in international relations. For 

the developed and industrialized countries the problem of disarmament is seen in 

terms of maintaining and protecting the quality of life which they have attained 

and to this end the accumulation of military arsenals, the increase of military 

forces, the possession and production of ever more sophisticated weapons of 

mass destruction are not goals or actions that run counter to their idea of 

development. On the contrary, it seems that the possession of these powers is 

likely to increase their bargaining power, the strong pieces they have on the 

international chessboard that could enable them to preserve the enormous 

privileges they enjoy. Blackmail here, intimidation there - surely everyone 

understands that the poss~ssion of such power gives rise to the temptation 

among those who possess it to use it against those whom they wish to act in 

accordance -vlith their interests. 

For the developen and industrialized countries, and in particular for the 

great Powers and the nuclear Powers, it seems that the problem of international 

security is seen in terms of the balance of power, the equivalence of relations 

of force, a balanced division of spheres of influence in the world, so that 

one party does not arrogate to itself more approbation than the other, because 

it seems that the question is that of the division of world approval. The 

consequence of this is the very careful vigilance they display in spying on 

each other so as to know as precisely as possible the volume, quality and 

level of armaments, troops and arsenals the other possesses. If it appears 

that one party has one more nuclear carrier than the other, a new type of 

fighter aeroplane or military transport carrier, an additional aircraft carrier 

or submarine, a new type of radiological, bacteriological or chemical weapon, 

one more nuclear bomb, then the other side immediately thinks that its security 

is being threatened and, in the name of this balance of force, it gets embroiled 

in a new arms race, and so on. 

On the one hand these countries are blinded by the spirit of competition 

and military or nuclear confrontation, which is incompatible with the spirit 

of disarmament, and on the other hand they identify their own security too 

simply with international security. 
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The idea that we want to see developed among all States of the 1.vorld so as to 

support general and complete disarmament, through which the States can 

realize their political, economic, social and cultural goals, apart from or without 

the arms race and the spirit of military or nuclear competition, does not yet seem 

to hc•Ve been appreciated by ·them. 

Does this mean that peace is not a suitable condition for the attainment 

of their political, economic, social and cultural objectives and aspirations? 

I do not know. 

For the developed and industrialized countries, and in particular the: great 

Fowers and the nuclear rowers, confidence-buildinp, me~sures ~re only milita~r in 

nature. They would conte-nd that the resumption of the SALT nep.:otiations and of other 

limited negotiations is sufficient to re-establish confidence in international 

relations. In this context, detente for those countries appears more and 

more as a modus vivendi which enables the big Powers in this world to pursue 

their goals of supremacy and hegemony without bothering about the other side. 

So it is this idea of detente which is, in fact, the real threat to peace and 

international security, which maintains the climate of threat to peace and 

international security, because it amply proves that the great Powers have not 

given up their plans for world supremacy. If the Great Powers continue to be 

involved in the race to conquer the world, to exercise their supremacy, and 

if one imagines a scenA:r:io in which the whole world and ~11 the States which 

comprise it are divided into two camps, each led by a great Power dreaming of 

imposinc; its law, its views and its vision of the world on humanity at large~ 

who can deny or contradict the fact that there can be no doubt that the day 

will come when that scenario will become a reality and we shall have to 

survive: the holocaust, tha.t is, the third world war, which everyone 

is so pleased has been avoided, thanks to the United Nations, since 

1945? 

Thus, the emergence, in the wake of the new awareness which mflrked the 

w·ork of the Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung in 1955, of a e:r<.lUP of States 

in the world determinedto pursue a policy of independence vis-a-vis the political

military blocs and preferring non-alignment, or as it used to be called 

positive neutrality, becomes extremely important~ for we are the ones 

who Hill prevent the next war, the third world war, in the interests of the 

world because we have a different idea of development, progress, international 

security and measures CFipAblP: of buildinr-: or increasinr.: confidence and detente. 
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~Je say that Africa and the third world will not be independent as long as 

one part of Afriea or the third world continues to suffer the unjust law of 

colonialism, racism and the desire for domination, power and hegemony. We 

say that our development in Zaire will not be possible or will be precarious 

as long as our neighbours are suffering the direst poverty. We say that Zaire 

will not enjoy security if the security of those which surround it is only 

hypothetical. We say that all the causes of tension and conflict throughout 

the world, which produce the ereatest distrust in relations between States and 

peoples, which give rise to instability and insecurity, are not military only. 
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r,re say, finally, that our survival as hmnan beings, as peoples, and as 

races is threatened not merely by the massive accUillulation of ever-more 

sophisticated weapons, in parti~ular nuclear weapons, and weapons of mass 

and inuiscriminatory destruction but also by the disdain for or ignorance 

of the precarious living conditions of the millions of people who form the 

majority on earth and by the insensitivity and inaction and, indeed, hypoc.risy 

and subterfu,o:es manifested with regard to the measures advocated to improve 

their well-being. 

In addition to disarmament measures, strict compliance with the 

Declaration on the principles of international law relatins to friendly 

relations and co-operation among States and the joint accession, without 

hypocrisy or reticence, to the restructuring of international economic 

relations, the democratization of those relations and the establishment 

of the New International Economic Order are confidence-building measures 

in international relations, doubtless more so than those envisaged in 

the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, vrhich are not necessarily all 

adapted to the conditions prevailing in Africa, Asia, Latin America 

and elsewhere. 

It is this fundamental difference of approach regarding the elements 

vrhich I have just mentioned - disarmamenrt and development, disarmament and 

international security, disarmament and confidence--building measures,and 

disarmrunent and detente - which has led to the lack of significant 

progress regardinc; the implementation of the recommendations of the tenth 

special session. That is why we are ~oin~ around in circles. \-Te have 

examined carefully the reports submitted by the Secretary-General on these 

issues, and we sincerely hope that the expPrt f,roups or committees 

set up to examine the link between disarmament and these various questions 

will be Able to arrive at clear definitions, thereby enabling every one 

to join in a unanimous and ccnsistent approach to the disarmament question. 
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Disarmament, with which the majority of the States of the world are little 

concerned, has become the ideal theatre of verbal confrontation, speculation and 

propaganda.. We think that the hypocrisy of the great Powers is the main reason 

for the absence of notable progress in the field of disarmament, which frustrates 

the realization of the aspirations of numerous peoples of the earth for peace and 

separates us ever further from the day on which the United Nations will implement 

the ideal contained in the Charter of the United Nations 

" to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which 

twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind .•. " 

I should now like to address another problem which is on our agenda. 

It is an extremely important question, that of "Urgent measures to reduce 

the danger of war". 

Three elements in the formulation of this question have particularly 

attracted our attention: first, "urgent measures"; secondly, ". • • to reduce 

thirdly, " • . • danger of war" • 

Concerning "urgent measures", we believe that a hypothetical war which 

either is unforeseeable, has not been foreseen for the immediate future or 

is impossible to predict in time and space should by no means give rise to 

the need for urgent measures to be taken for its prevention. As to the term 

"reduce'1
, it seems to suggest that it is not a question of preventing war but 

reducing the danger of war. But then if this war, which has not been defined 

and the nature of which has not been spelt out, were imminent -because we 

. . . ' 

are called upon to take urgent measures - why are we being asked to reduce the 

danger of it instead of preventing it purely and simply? Since, as we feel, 

the danger of imminent war cannot, in all honesty, be reduced, one should make 

haste to eliminate it and to prevent it by all appropriate means. The term 

"reduce" implies, as I said, accepting the inevitability of war, and this 

disturbs us all the more because we do not know exactly what war we are talking 

about. 
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As to the "danger of war 11
, we should like to know what war this is exactly. 

Is it an immediate war? Is it imminent or far off? Is it a nuclear or a 

conventional war? Is it a generalized world war or a localized and limited war? 

And, in this last instance, what would be the future theatre of operations? 

The excellent explanatory memorandum that has been presented to us on 

this subject proposes four urgent measures to reduce the danger of a war 

the degree of urgency of which is not stated. They are, first, renunciation 

of the division of the world into military groupings; secondly, cessation of 

any increase of armed forces and conventional weapons as a first step towards 

their subsequent reduction; thirdly, the granting of negative guarantees to 

States which do not produce nuclear weapons, have renounced their manufacture. 

and acquisition and do not possess such weapons on their territory; fourthly, 

renunciation of the conduct of nuclear tests or explosions for a period of one 

year, in the framework of the complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon 

tests. 

It is not only that the question of nuclear disarmament, which for us 

and many countries of the third world is of highest priority, has been ignored 

but it will be easily seen that the last three measures concern only the 

military and nuclear Powers and that they are not new, if one refers to the 

recommendations of the Final Act of the tenth special session of the General 

Assembly, devoted to disarmament. 

Regarding the first measure, it has been a long time since the States 

members of the Non-Aligned Movement made it a basic principle in their behaviour 

and attitude in international relations, because that movement, as I said, 

started ·to pursue a policy of independence vis-a-vis all political-military blocs 

and prohibits accession to any bloc military pacts or alliances. It may be 

said that nothing new is being proposed to the members of the Non-Aligned 

Novement, the majority of which belong to the group of countries of the third 

world. 
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Greater stress should have been placed upon the renunciation by the great 

Pmrers and the nuclear Powers of their policies of hegemonism and domination 

1rhich lead to the division of the world into spheres of influence and military 

groupings. 

The Tiepublic of Zaire is party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and 

considers that the aim pursued by the non-stationing of nuclear weapons on 

Jche terri tory of States ·chat do not have them at the present time is a noble 

one and that the gran·i;in~ of negative guarantees to States which do not produce 

:r.uclear "i·reapons and particularly those that have undertaken to renounce their 

manufacture and acquisition is essential. 

But what is the real scope of these recommendations, while certain 

Member States are aiding regimes such as the illep:al racist minority rer:;ime 

of South Africa, to acquire nuclear capability? Once South Africa is being 

assisted and is acquirinG such a capability, by 1-rhat right can one ask African 

Stcortes situated in the region not to acquire nuclear capability themselves 

or to believe in the pious vows of South Africa? HOiv credible or serious can 

any declaration be from the Pretoria regime - criminal to its very roots, 

hostile to all the populations of the African Statea and therefore belligerent 

in i·cs approach - rela·dnG to the granting of negative guarantees to African 

States uhich do not produce and do not possess nuclear vreapons ·and 1vith 1rhom 

they are in a dispute "'·rith regard to the liberation and decolonization of 

southern Africa? 

'l'h::.cc is "i·Thy tllf c'.,~12::;ation of Zaire Hssocia:~~Ps :i'Ys~c:lf 1-rith the ici., P jchat 

one of the obligations of nuclear States should be to 1vithdraw these ueapons 

from the territory of States which do not produce them and do not possess 

them and vrhere their presence constitutes an obvious and permanent threat to 

peace and security, so as not to endorse the present status quo, particularly 

in South Africa, and to absolve the nuclear States from ·i:;he obligation to 

uithdrmv their weapons from the territory of certain States. 
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He should define the real status of the nuclear and the non-nuclear States 
in order to avoid an amalgamation which would encourage the designs of the ~reat 

Powers for conquest. 

Hy delegation considers that the non-stationing of nuclear weapons should 

also deal with zones or areas where they have not been found, that is, in 

particular, in the atmosphere, in the air, on land, sea and under water. · 

Renunciation of nuclear tests and explosions for a period of one year, 

,.n. thin the framework of the general and complete ban on nuclear tests is 

extremely attractive. ·nut can it prevent an increased arms race and further 

nuclear tests immediately after such a short period. ·uould it not give a respite 

to certain Powers so that they could accumulate a greater number of nuclear 

,.,eapons that they vrould be called upon to test at the expiration of this deadline? 

In examining the report of the Secretary-General (A/35/257) on the application 

of the recommendations and decisions adopted by the General Assembly at its 

tenth special session, a report which deals in particular with the complete 

ban on nuclear-weapons tests, we read, from paragraph 149: 

"Resumption of tests upon the expiration of a short-lived comprehensive 

test ban might be a serious setback to the cause of arms limitation and 

disarmament." (A/35/527, para. 149) 

Further on, in the same report, we read in paragraph 160: 

"To achieve its purpose, the comprehensive test ban must be such 

as to endure." (ibid.,·para. 60) 

This is from a report of experts commissioned by the United Nations. · 
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lie can tberefon: serj0nsl.y ask Ollrse]yes abvut the timeliness of this 

question of urgent measures to be taken to reduce the danger of war and 

its pra.ctical value. He haTe taken note of the assurances given by the Soviet 

Union when it says that it relates to the :-1inirnn1 of measures directed towards 

genentl and comJ1lete disRn:Ja:rrtent that could have beneficial effects if all 

States adhered to them. He ac;ree with that. 

But tbat gncst.ion bas ~:mother djmen!=don when it is placed in the cvntext 

of the race I"or :::npl·emR-:y tbrvughout the world, which is engaged in by the 

super-Pvwers. And I shvuld lil~:.e, at this stace, to say that we believe that 

no Mem'bc..c: Sta.le, large or small, powerful or weak, has the right to use the 

i1ni:t<"-i ifativns as a shield or as a, for'CJYl. for settlinc; accounts. That is why 

the Tiepublic of Zaire, while sharing the concern of humanity at large 

1.·egarding the maintenance of international peace and security and determined 

to make its modest contribution to the promotion of disarmament efforts for 

the future of a world of peace, concord and understanding among nations and 

peoples, does not feel particularly concerned - and I have no hesitation in 

saying so - by the question before us in its present form. If the inclusion 

of this item in the agenda means that the great Powers will be more aware 

than heretofore of the responsibilities incumbent on them with respect to 

general and complete disarmament, the maintenance of international peace and 

security and respect for the right of peoples to seJ f--determination, we have 

every reason to be glad and we express our sincere hope that after this session 

they vrill take effecti ,-e and urgent weasures to eliminate the danp:er of \var so as to 

protect the world from fear, insecurity, anguish, conflict and mistrust. For 

it is to them and to them alone that this question is addressed essentially. 

If that were not the case, it would be difficult for the delegation of 

Zaire to associate itself with any dilatory action to try to lull the 

vigilance of States and to involve us in sterile debates which vrere not 

supported by a real desire for IJeace and disari'lament but Hhich 

~ould, on the contrary, provide a pretext to open up further hostilities, 

escalations of conflicts and war. 
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Our States are today quit.e rie:ht.l_y prc:occupied with the question of 

the mair1+~nancR of international peace and security - and this is my last 

:point.. 

What a paradox that the attitude of those States which declare that 

they are preoccupied by the question of the maintenance of international 

peace and security are, at the same time and for varlous reasons, 

opposed to or at least seriously reluct:=mt about efforts bein,c; 

undertaken by the international community to strengthen the principle of 

the non-use of force in international relations anrl to forl"1ulate a draft code 

on crimes against the peace and security of humanity and to draft an international 

convention against the recruitment, use, financing and training of mercenaries. 

Those are only a few examples, and all those who are takill;2; part in tbe debate 

in the Sixth Committee can bear me out. 

What a paradox there is also in the attitude of those States that are making 

enormous efforts to subnit to the United Nations General Assembly various 

topics for discussion, resolutions and declarations on present 1rorld problems 

but l·rhose practical actions run exactly counter to the theoretical :_nro-posals 

they make to other States" 

Article 2, paragraph 4 of the Charter of the United Nations consecrates 

the principle of the non-use of force in international relations. More than 

20 articles of the Charter refer to the question of the maintenance of 

international peace and security. That concern has pride of place in the 

conduct of international affairs, and the question is of such great 

importance that it has been consecrated by many international instruments, 

particularly the Charter of the Organization of American States, the Covenant 

of the League of Arab States, the Charter of the Organization of African Unity, 

the Bogota Pact, the Treaty of Rio, the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference 

and so forth. 

But in the light of experience, it is daily demonstrated that it is 

those countries on which the Charter of the United Nations confers particular 

responsibilities with regard to maintaining international peace and security 

that are violating the principle of the non-use of force in international 

relations. 
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In view of this situation, some countries have doubted the seriousness 

of any proposal dealing with the maintenance of international peace and 

security which stems frcm those States, even when the idea is geed. 

They do not dare go along with it because of the opinion they have of the 

sponsor of the draft. So we come to this paradoxical conclusion that the 

development of international co-operation with regard to respect for one of 

the most important provisions of the Charter has been blocked. The extremely 

inconsistent attitude of those who are members of a body whose primary mission is 

to look to the maintenance of international peace and security, but who, in practice, 

are not so concerned about it when their interests and egoistic plans 

are at stake, is extremely serious and betrays the primary mission pursued 

by the United Nations. 

States, institutions and individuals can jeopardize the peace and security 

of States and of the world. The need to suppress such actions already became 

apparent at the end of the great ¥Tar, when the principal war criminals were 

apprehended and judged, on the basis of the London and Tokyo Agreements, 

by the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals. Today a number of States, by proxy, 

continue to threaten the peace and security of States, if not humanity 

at large, but the theatre of operation is not essentially in the northern 

hemisphere of the globe but in the southern hemisphere. Same States, 

among them the largest and the most developed, do not recognize today the 

responsibility of States in such cases and are opposed to the drafting and 

the adoption of a code of crimes against the peace and security of humanity, 

which could highlight their active or passive responsibility. 

The matter does not rest there. Some States go further and make 

feverish efforts to see to it that the mercenaries who kill, pillage and sow 

desolation in certain countries and attack their security are not prosecuted, 

and that there shall not be even :::ee;ulaticns at the internrctional level to put 

do•m their actions a~ainst the peace and security of nations and peoples. As for 

dcmestic lairs, they are not applied against mercenaries in some developed countries 

and cannot function a~ainst mercenaries in some developin~ countries, so great 

are the political, economic and other pressures exerted by the strong countries 

over the veaker ones. 
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These are strange times when paradox and duplicity seem to have been raised to 

the status of governmental doctrine. The era we are living through will record 

for future generations the oprosition of several States present here to the drawing 

up of an international convention against the recruitment, use" financinr: and 

traininr; of mercenaries. And they are the same States that try to convince us of 

their vrish for disarmament, their concern for respectin~ the provisions of the 

Charter on non.,intervention, non-interference in the domestic affairs of States and 

respect for hur11an riGhts, c.nd for the ~.dvent of a v:rorld of justice, peace and harmony. 

To conclude, I should like to say that as long as the great Powers 

and the nuclear Powers do not abandon that attitude, general and complete 

disarmament, and in particular nuclear disarmament, will remain a pure illusion. 

But the Republic of Zaire, devoted to respect for the principles of 

the Charter and firm in its support of the recommendations of the tenth special 

session, will continue to make its modest contribution to the implementation 

of that important ideal, hoping that other nations of the world - in 

particular the most powerful, the most developed and the :most richly endo,·red - will 

live up to the lofty res~onsibilities incumbent upon them under the Charter and 

that their actions will be more in conformity with the purposes and principles 

of the United Nations. 
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Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): 'I'oday I 

should like to discuss briefly two of the many subjects dealt with in the report 

of the Committee on Disarmament. Although they are primarily procedural, they 

are unquestionably of great substantive importance because of their potential 

consequences. 

The first of those subjects is the creation of ad hoc working groups. 

Although over the past five years there have been three separate cases of groups 

being set up - two by the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament in 1975 and 

1976, respectively, and one by the Committee on Disarmament in 1979 - it is 

only this year that the idea seems to have gained ground that the multilateral 

negotiating body on disarmament needs to have at its disposal, on a regular 

and not merely sporadic basis, subsidiary bodies to enable it to carry out its 

important functions effectively. For that reason, the delegation of Mexico, 

which for more than five years has taken a similar stand in Geneva, hailed 

as "historic" the decision that was adopted by the Committee on Disarmament 

on 17 March 1980. That Committee created simultaneously four ad hoc working 

groups to carry out the tasks entrusted to the Committee on certain subjects, 

such as chemical weapons, radiological weapons, so-called negative guarantees 

and, last but not least, the comprehensive disarmament programme. 

On that occasion, we said that our assessment of that decision was based 

both on its intrinsic importance and on the fact that it had created a 

precedent. We said that it was necessary to adopt "a similar decision to 

establish a fifth working group to deal with the item entitled 'Prohibition 

of nuclear weapons tests'". Later, in our statement of 26 June, we added 

to our proposal a reminder that the Group of 21 had concluded that "working 

groups are the best available mechanism for holding negotiations on specific 

subjects in the Committee on Disarmament" and on the basis of that conclusion, 

we said that we thought it desirable also to set up an ad hoc working group 

which might concern itself with that most important item on the Ccmmittee's 

agenda entitled "The cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear 

disarmament". 
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The delegation of Mexico is far from being alone in promoting this 

approach. It is the same approach that we took in our statements of 

15 and 22 October. Here I might just mention the following examples. 

First, the Group of 21, in the working document of 6 August last, 

CD/134, said: 

"The Group of 21 expresses the hope that a Working Group on the complete 

cessation of nuclear weapons testing in all environments will be set up 

without any further delay and undertake substantive negotiations at the 

beginning of the Committee's 1981 spring session." (CD/134, p. 3) 

In that same document, the Group reiterated the proposal that it had made a month 

earlier in document CD/116 of 9 July that an ad hoc ~crkir-g group be set up to take 

up, among other things, "the elaboration of the stages of nuclear disarmament 

envisaged in paragraph 50 of the Final Document" (ibid.). 

The second example that I should like to mention is this. At the Second 

Review Conference on the Non-Proliferation Treaty, held very recently in Geneva, 

member States of the Group of 77 which were participants drew attention to 

the fact that "the conclusion of a ccm:prehensive test-ban treaty, which has 

consistenly been held to be a task reg .. liring maximum priority", required that 

multilateral negotiations on the treaty be initiated in the Committee on 

Disarmament at the beginning of the 1981 session and toward that end, that "the 

three States possessing nuclear weapons which are parties to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty" should pledge "to support the creation of an ad hoc working group of the 

Committee 11 which would carry out those multilateral negotiations. 

In the consideration in the same working document - NPT/CONF.II/C.I/2, 

dated 26 August 1980 - of how Article VI of the Treaty to curb the vertical 

proliferation of nuclear weapons has in practice been :implemented, the group 

of States to which I have referred stated their view in the following 

unequivocal terms: 
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;
1In its consideration of this article - to which preambular 

paragraphs 8 to 12 are an appropriate introduction - the Group reached 

the conclusion that its provisions had not been carried out and had 

remained largely a dead letter Instead of a halt, there had been an 

intensification of the nuclear arms race." (:NPT/CONF.II/C.l/2, p. 3) 

These conclusions, the result of an objective analysis of the operation 

of the Treaty, prompted those participants that were members of the Group 

of 77 to make the following recommendations, among others: 

"Multilateral negotiations on nuclear disarmament, to which reference 

is made in paragraph 50 of the Final Document of the first special session 

of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, should begin immediately. 

In this connexion, the Committee on Disarmament is the most appropriate 

body, and the three nuclear-weapon States Parties to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty should make a joint commitment at the Second Review Conference 

to support the creation of an ad hoc working group of the Committee." 

(ibid.' p. 7) 

Without doubt, the States members of the Group of 77 in issuing those 

exhortations; which are like those issued earlier in very similar terms by the 

members of the Group of 21, including Mexico, wished to stress the need to 

take seriously the commitment implicit in participation in the adoption by 

consensus of the Final Document of the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament. As members know, in fact, in that Document 

the Assembly, after stressing the urgency of concluding and implementing 

agreements on genuine measures of disarmament - and it is worth emphasizing 

that these are to be measures of disarmament, and not of arms control - went 

on to set out the following priorities which, unfortunately, some Members of 

the United Nations have a tendency to forget: 

"Among such measures, effective measures of nuclear disarmament and 

the prevention of nuclear war have the highest priority. To this end, it 

is imperative to remove the threat of nuclear weapons, to halt and reverse 

the nuclear arms race until the total elimination of nuclear weapons and 

their delivery systems has been achieved, and to prevent the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. At the same time, other measures designed to prevent 

the outbreak of nuclear war and to lessen the danger of the threat or use 

of nuclear weapons should be taken." (resolution S-10/2, -para. 20) 
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These priorities are later restressed in paragraphs 45 and 47 of 

the Final Document. 

In the light of provisions like those I have just quoted, to which 

all States represented here gave their approval in June 1978 -that is, 

only a little more than two years ago - we are firmly convinced that if 

an attempt were now made radically and unilaterally to change them, as, for 

example, by taking the position that the possession of nuclear weapons was 

an essential element for the security of the State possessing them, that would 

be, among other things, the coup de grace for the already ill-treated 

Non-Proliferation Treaty, for it would imply not merely the ri~ht but one 

might almost say the obligation of every State to do everything in its 

power to acquire nuclear weapons. This was seen and stated vlith utmost 

clarity by the authors of the recent "Comprehensive study on nuclear i·reapons 11 

issued by the Secretary-General on 12 September 1980 in document A/35/392: 

"Even if the balance of deterrence was an entirely stable phenomenon, 

there are strong moral and political arguments a~ainst a continued reliance 

on this balance. It is inadmissible that the prospect of the annihilation of 

human civilization is used by some States to promote their security. The 

future of mankind is then made hostage to the perceived security of a few 

nuclear-weapons States and most notably that of the two super-Powers. It is 

furthermore not acceptable to establish, for the indefinite future, a world 

system of nuclear--weapon States and non-nuclear-weapon States. This very 

system carries within it the seed of nuclear-weapon proliferation. In the 

long run, therefore, it is a system that contains the origins of its 

own destruction. 11 (A/35/392, annex, para. 497) 

vlhile the simultaneous establislunent of four ad hoc working groups and 

the precedent which that sets for the future is one of the most positive elements 

of the 1980 session of the Committee on Disarmament~ the same can certainly 

not be said of the second topic which I should now like to take up: participation 

by States non-members of the Coramittee in the work of the negotiatin~ body. 

Indeed, the lengthy debates brought about in the Committee this year by 

the consideration of requests for participation received from States non-members 

of the Committee caused a deplorable loss of time greatly to the detriment of the 
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substantive nec;otiations, i-Tl3.;_cl1 should be the primary function of the 

multilateral nec;otiating body for disarmament. The problem arose 

early in the session, during the month of March, but at the end of the 

session, in Auc;ust, it had been only partly resolved. 
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The delegation of Mexico has recognized from the outset that the participation 

by non-member States in the work of the Committee, as provided for in the relevant 

paragraphs of the Final Document of the first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament is of major importance. It was not in 

vain that, when in 1979, articles 33 and 34 of the rules of procedure were 

adopted, we stated for the record that we felt that these provisions were 

binding and could not be contravened. vfuen the first differences of opinion 

on the subject began to crop up this year, my delegation considered the 

various views on the subject in a calm, impartial spirit, wishing, 

to safeguard the unrestricted right of non-members of the Committee 

to participate in the work of the Committee without any conditions 

other than those set out in the Final Document. He wanted to prevent 

the deliberations of the Co~ittee extending into areas which did 

not fall within its agenda and perhaps not even withiP its competence. 

The results of our efforts, which were made ¥rithout any undue haste 

and calmly and impartially, were the conclusions which I described at the 

77th meeting of the Committee on 10 April 1980. In that statement I said, 

inter alia: 

"The case of two or more groups or regimes, each of which claims to be 

the legitimate Government of a State, is not provided for in the rules 

of procedure ... my delegation considers that it would be highly 

desirable to add a rule which would settle, once and for all, those 

cases which may arise again in the future in which two or more groups 

or regimes each claim to be the legitimate Government of a State .. , 

(CD/PV.77 ,p. 20) 

Between the date when I made that statement and the period directly 

after the Conrnittee's session we considered the matter further and reached 

the conclusion that it would be useful to prepare a working document containing 

draft amendments which, in our oPinion, should be entitled: ''Participation by 

States not n:u~mbers of the Committee·1 and should go into section IX 

of the rules of procedure of the Committee on Disarmament. 
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Such amendments were in fact submitted to the Committee and now appear 

in working document CD/129 dated 31 July 1980, which is among the documents 

annexed to the Committee's report. Their objective, which I believe 

everyone wishes to be attained, is ultimately to guarantee the legitimate 

rights of States not members of the Committee whose international 

representation is not contested. In special cases,where representation 

is contested, there is a procedure whereby the States in question can 

put forward their opinions to the Committee on matters included in the 

Committee's agenda. 

I think it can safely be said that the text is self-explanatory, 

particularly in view of the brief comnent that has been added to the text. 

Consequently I should like to confine myself to a mere statement of my 

delegation's opinion that special rules of procedure to be applied 

automatically,must be adopted for the contested cases to which I have 

just referred. The need, therefore, should be obvious to anyone who has 

thought about the waste of time caused this year in the Committee by the 

absence of provisions of this kind, and to anyone who bears 

in mind that the decisions of the negotiating body, as provided for in 

the Final Document of the Assembly and in its own rules of procedure, can 

be adopted only by consensus. 

Consequently we would venture to hope that the meditations of the 

States Members of the Ccmmittee pertaining to this subject during the long 

recess that will extend until early February and the 

opinions that other Members of the United Nations will put forward during 

the present session of the General Assembly will make it possible to resolve 

early in the 1981 session the serious problem which was before the Committee 

in 1980. The delegation of Mexico will feel that its efforts have 

been fully rewarded if working document CD/129, which we have prepared, 

proves to be at least a modest contribution to the attainment of that 

objective. 
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I~. KRUTZSCH (German Democratic Republic): At the outset of my 

statement, I should like to add my personal congratulations and good 

wishes to you and the other officers of the Co~nittee to those of my 

delegation. 

In its first statement the delegation of the German Democratic 

Republic pointed to the aggravation of the international situation brought 

about by the armament drive of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 

At the same time, it expressed its conviction that in order to call 

a halt to this dangerous development urgent measures were necessary, such 

as those put forward in the draft resolution of the USSR contained in 

document A/C.l/35/L.l 
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The General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity 

Party of Germany and Chairman of the Council of State of the German Democratic 

Republic, Erich Honecker, declared that the most important objective of the 

German Democratic Republic's foreign policy is the cessation of the arms race. 

He said: 
11The most important items on the agenda of world politics are today, 

first and foremost, to halt the arms race and to complement political 

detente by disarmament in the interest of peace. That is of ~reater 

topical importance than ever before. In order to improve the 

international situation, it is necessary to bring about a turn in that 

field, particularly in the 1980s. A waste of time in doing so could only 

be welcomed by those lvho intend - through their imperialist policy of 

confrontation - to maintain tensions, to heat them up and to take the 

risk that humanity could be plunged into a nuclear inferno." 

It can be stated without exaggeration that the concern about the 

aggravation of the situation, about the rising dan~er of war, has been expressed 

in an e~ually illustrative way by the majority of representatives who have 

spoken so far. 

To cite facts alsc means to recognize the following: preparations for 

psychological warfare go hand ln hand with preparations for material warfare. 

Parallel to the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's 

(NATO) long-term armament programme, the decisions on the introduction of 

MX missiles, the deplcyment of Pershing II and cruise missiles in Western 

Europe, the declaration of the new nuclear strategy and the creation of the 

rapid deployment force, one can ever more clearly distinguish the policy of 

confrontation, disregard for sovereignty and interference in the internal 

affairs of other States. 
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That policy is also carried out in the organs w·here deliberations and 

negotiations are held. This could clearly be noticed in several statements 

during the general debate in this Committee which were marked by stron8 restraint 

in connexion with concrete questions of disarmament. Let us hope that the 

disregard of the sovereignty of other States and attempts at interference 

in their internal affairs, together with an increased destructive attitude 

towards disarmament questions, will not become the predominant principle of 

those States' policy. 

Considering the aforementioned situation, my delegation would like to call 

attention to two problems that are of decisive importance for the success of 

the Second Disarmament Decade. 

First, it i~ imperative to direct activities to measures which actually 

lead to curbing and halting the arms race and which, in the end, help reduce 

and eliminate stockpiles of weapons. 

Secondly, it is absolutely necessary to improve dispassionate dialogue 

with the aim of initiating constructive negotiations. The change that bas 

to be brought about in the 1980s will not be realised by making studies or 

inquiries and compiling international statistics on armament levels. 

Only the elaboration and the conclusion of agreements on concrete measures 

binding under the terms of international law can brins about a change and 

contribute to securing a peaceful life for the peoples. 

At its tbirty~fcurth session the United nations General Assembly in 

resolution 34/83 C emphasized the urgent necessity to intensify negotiations on 

disarmament. All told, the status of the implEmentation of that resolution 

does not give grounds for satisfaction. However, it is to be noted as a 

positive element that,despite the complicated international situation, it has 

been possible to continue the work of the Committee on Disarmament, the 

United Nations Disarmament Commission and other organs and to record certain 
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progress. Considering the intensified disruptive actions of certain circles, 

this attests to the strength of the policy of detente. It is also enccuraGinro 

that the United Nations Conference on specific conventional weapons could be 

concluded vrith a positive result. This reaffirms that, given the required 

political will, even complicated issues can be resolved. 

As a matter of course, nuclear disarmament stands at the centre of general 

attention. It constitutes the basic question for the work of the Committee 

on Disarmament. This Committee provides suitable conditions for reaching 

generally acceptable solutions. For the first time, all the five nuclear-vreapon 

Pouers are members of that representative organ. 

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic has already pointed to 

the great impact that a comprehensive ban on all nuclear-weapons tests would 

have on taking decisive steps towards nuclear disarmament. The reaching of 

an agreement on the strengthening of security guarantees for non-nuclear-weapon 

States would likewise be a great success. He hope that the fresh impetus 

given by the USSR initiative will lead to the achievement of concrete 

results. 

At the same time, it is necessary to move from a general exchange of views 

to concrete negotiations on the cessation of the nuclear arms race and 

disarmament. On behalf of the socialist countries, the German Democratic 

Republic proposed in the Committee on Disarmament that a working group be 

established to that effect. Relevant projects have also been submitted by 

non-aligned countries. 

In line vTi th the Final Document of the tenth special session, those 

negotiations should deal with the entire complex of nuclear disarmament. 'I'hat 

rurpose will not be served when one question, namely, the termination of the 

production of fissionable material, is singled out and treated separately from 

that of the termination of nuclear arms production. 
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The delegation of the German Democratic Republic advocatesthat the General 

Assembly request the Committee on Disarmament to initiate, as a matter of 

utmost urgency, negotiations on the cessation of the nuclear arms race and 

nuclear disarmament. All nuclear-weapon States should be urged to participate 

constructively in such negotiations. 

The strengthening of the regime of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons 

is still of topical importance. The German Democratic Republic deems it a 

positive result of the recent second Review Conference of the Parties to 

the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NFT) that 

all participating States declared themselves in favour of the major objective 

of that Treaty, that is, to prevent the emergence of further nuclear-weapon 

States. The importance of the Treaty for guaranteeing a trustful 

international co-operation in the peaceful use of nuclear energy was also 

emphasized at that Conference. 
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The Conference rc:vtct1 c:J. di ffPrPnt. vi P1•'S AR regarJ.s some provisions of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. 1-'ruC'P.cJ.ing from the German Democratic Republic 1 s 

policy of principle in the field of disarmament and the peaceful use of nuclear 

energy, we should like to outline in particular the following three aspects 

of our approach towards the attainment of the objectives set forth in the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

First, what matters is to make the Non-Proliferation Treaty universal 1n 

character. There are still t1vo nuclear-weapon States and a number of 

countries and have the economic and scientific potential for the production of 

nuclear weapons that have not acceded to the Treaty. Especially ~isturbin~ in 

that respect are the positions of the South African racist regime and Israel o 

Abstract manifestations here no longer suffice. Any form of nuclear 

collaboration w·ith Pretoria or Tel Aviv must be stopped. 

Secondly, efforts to promote international co-operation with rer:ard to the 

peaceful use of nuclear energy must be intensified. He attach particular 

importance to the United Nations conference on that subject scheduled for 1983. 

Thirdly, 1ve hold the view that in pursuance of article VI of the 

Non-·Proliferation Treaty, ma,j or political act ion is ur~ently re(\uired to ensure the 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons in the lon,o:er-term 1Jers:pect ive o '·!hat is 

meant here is above all effective measures of nuclear disarmament o He 

have already outlined the fundamental position of the German Democratic Republic 

in this forum. 

The Revieu Conference of the States Parties to the Convention on the 

Prohibition of Dialogical Heapons) held this spring, again underscored the need 

for the speedy conclusion of an agreement on the prohibition of cherrical w·eapons. 

J"'y delegation wecomes the fact that it has been possible this year to make 

certain headway, in the framework of a working group within the Committee on 

Disarmaraent, t01vards resolvinr some questions connected -.Ti th the draftinP" of such 

a Conventiono The speedy conclusion of the Soviet-American negotiations on the 

prohibition of chemical weapons, held with the goal of submitting a joint 

initiative, is ur~ently required here. 
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Attempts to stren~then existing chemical warfare capabilities, especially 

through the introduction of new types of chemical weapons such as binary 

Heapons, are, however, contrary to that approach. Recent news according to 

-vrhich the United States has already appropriated $1.5 billion for relevant 

activities in the forthcoming five years iJ l11s-tra.tes that snch plans are 

already well advanced. 

At.t.E:lll}Jts to shift responsibility for those dangerous arms projects to 

others, such as the spreading of fabricated news on the alleged use of 

chemicRl weapons in recent times, are obviously part of those programmes of 

action. They can, however, fool nubody. It is a fact that the United States 

used agents o:f chemical warfare in Viet Nam and that it is nmv intensifying its 

production of particularly dangerous agents· 

A suitable step in the direction of curbing and ending the qualitative 

arms race would be the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement on the prohibition 

of the development and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction 

and systems of such weapons. That •rould not be tantamount to hampering the 

development of science and technology, as is often argued. The 80al is rather 

to exclude the military application of at least certain results of research 

and development. 

Hhen in :975 the USSR proposed the drafting of such an agreement a number 

of obj ecti._,ns were raised concerning the need for and the scope of such a 

prohibition. 

'dho can preclude the possibilit;r that in five or 10 years 1 time vre shall 

have to face the fact that nevr types of veapons of mass destruction are being 

introducea into arsenals or are already there~ that another chance to 

safeguard peace and stability and to achieve disarmament has been \·TastEd? That is 

the reason why it is urgently necessary to ber,in negotiations. Scientific exnerts 

could render substantial assistance in that process. \le therefore back the 

proposal to establish a working group of governnental experts to examine questions 

related to the prohibition of new types of weapons of mass destruction within the 

Comraittee on Disarmament. They could deal with the preparation of a comprehensive 

agreement on the prohibition of new types of weapons of mass destruction and at 

the same time look into the question whether the rrohibition of specific 

types of weapons has become a topical issue. 
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Let me just remind the Committee that in recent years representatives 

of Western countries have advocated the inclusion of governmental experts 

in the treatment of such questions. 

Another essential step in order to prevent the development of new types 

of weapons of mass destruction is the prohibition of the neutron weapon. The 

broadest sectors of the population in many countries of Europe expect measures 

to be taken in that respect. A relevant draft convention was submitted to 

the Committee on Disarmament by the socialist States in 1978. 

A draft convention prohibiting radiological weapons has been the subject 

of factual negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament over the last year. In 

the view of the German Democratic Republic, the joint Soviet-American proposal 

on the main elements in the negotiation of a treaty prohibiting radiological 

weapons contains the essential aspects of such an agreement. The elaboration 

of a relevant draft convention, therefore, should not cause insurmountable 

difficulties. If achieved, such a convention would give a fresh momentum to 

other disarmament negotiations under way. The Committee on Disarmament should 

be invited to submit a draft convention on the prohibition of radiological 

weapons to the next session of the General Assembly. 

Less than two years remain before the second special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament will be held. The remaining time should be 

used for intense preparations. The German Democratic Republic is ready to 

take an active part in them. The preparation and holding of the second special 

session should give a new impetus to the struggle for disarmament and detente. 

At the special session particular attention should be devoted to the 

preparation of a world disarmament conference. The demand that such a world 

conference be held after the second special session has our whole-hearted 

support. Invested with an appropriate mandate, the world disarmament 

conference would be in a position to adopt binding decisions. Thus the 

conference could become a genuine highlight of the Second Disarmament Decade. 
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Fursuant to the relevant document of the last session of the General Assembly, 

the resolution to be adopted by this session should extend the mandate of 

the Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference by req_uesting that 

body to make preparations so that such a conference can convene after the 

second special session devoted to disarmament. 

The German Democratic Republic attaches great importance to the q_uestions 

of regional detente ana disarmament. It supports the efforts for the creation of 

nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace in various regions of the world. 

This applies in particular to the establishment of a zone of peace in the 

Indian Ocean. As a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, the 

German Democratic Republic is making its contribution towards reaching this 

goal. 

The activities of the United States and other States in expanding existing 

military bases and creating new ones, as well as the concentration of its 

naval contingents deployed in this region, are opposed to the legitimate 

interests of the littoral and hinterland States in the region of the Indian 

Ocean. The German Democratic Republic backs the latter countries' efforts to 

convene a conference on the Indian Ocean in the coming year. The resumption 

of the Soviet-United States negotiations on the limitation and reduction of 

military activities in the Indian Ocean would undoubtedly serve the Conference's 

objective. 

A number of speakers have, with good reason, pointed to the positive 

influence that military detente and disarmament in Europe would have on the 

international climate in general. Situated at the borderline between the two 

military coalitions, the German Democratic Republic is particularly interested 

in concrete measures to be taken in this field. However, NATO's seeking to 

gain military superiority has been counter-productive in this respect. 

vle should like to recall here that the idea of deploying nuclear weapons 

of a strategic character in western Europe has been developed and advanced by 

influential west European statesmen at a time when not a single SS-20 has yet 

been deployed by the Soviet Union. In adopting the Brussels decision on the 

deployment of medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe, NATO has brusq_uely 

rejected the far-reaching proposals of the USSR and has jeopardized stability 

and confidence in Europe. 
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The Federal Republic of Germany's daily, Frankfurter Rundschau, of 

20 October 1980 stated correctly on the subject: 
11An offer by the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty contained in 

the Moscow Declaration of 23 November 1978 to negotiate also on the gray

zone weapons has been simply ignored by NATO, including the Federal 

Government 11 
- that is, the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany -

"as well as some offers made later, such as are contained in the Budapest 

Declaration of the Warsaw Treaty of 15 May 1979 and, above all, I·1oscow' s 

earlier proposal to include the (so-called) Euro-strategic weapons, 

including the United States forward-based systems in Europe in the 

Salt II agreement 11
• 

We welcome the fact that the USSR and the United States have begun to talk 

about the limitation of nuclear weapons in Europe. Naturally, the results of 

such talks could be implemented only after SALT II had gone into operation. 

This is one more reason for the United Nations General Assembly vigorously to demand 

ratification of the SALT II treaty at the earliest possible date. 

Like the other socialist States, the German Democratic Republic strives 

for progress in the Vienna talks. In order to overcome the stalemate and 

achieve first results, the USSR has submitted new proposals on behalf of the 

participating socialist States. The proposals foresee as a first stage the 

withdrawal of 20,000 Soviet and 13,000 United States troops, taking account 

of the numerical strength of their forces stationed in central Europe. On 

the Soviet side, this reduction would be made in addition to the Soviet troops, 

tanks and other military equipment already withdrawn unilaterally from the 

territory of the German Democratic Republic. One would expect the other side 

to respond to this position and to reciprocate in a constructive spirit. However, 

we note the absence of such an attitude frcm the statEments made by certain 

representatives of NATO countries in this Ccmmittee. Claims concerning their 

striving for military EU~eriority cannot possibly be expected to be regarded as an 

acceptable basis for negotiation. 

The security interests of the European peoples can be served only if, by 

disarmament measures, the existing approximate military equilibrium is maintained 

at a lower level. 
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The States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty have presented a wide-ranginc programme 

concerning questions of military detente in Europe. Their goal is to reduce 

military confrontation, to build confidence in relations among all European States 

and to achieve effective measures towards disarmament. An essential part would be 

the holding of a conference on military detente and disarmament in Europe. 

The Committee of the Foreign Ministers of the States Parties to the vJarsaw 

Treaty, 11hich held its regular session in Warsaw on 19 and 20 October this year, 

has again expressed the firm readiness of the countries of the socialist community 

to realize these aims. The importance in this context of the Madrid meeting 

of representatives of States participating in the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe was underlined at the aforementioned meeting. The delegation 

of the German Democratic Republic is convinced that a positive political climate 

and practical agreements on the questions to be dealt with at the forum in Hadrid 

would have an extremely favourable influence on solving the global problems 

of arms limitation and disarmament. 
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!1r. HAl\fDL (Czechoslovakia): The complicated development of international 

events in recent times caused by the sharp turn in the policies of the United 

States and other member countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 

made in an effort to change the existing approximate balance of military 

power bet-vreen East and r,rest in their favour, demonstrates ever more clearly 

the necessity of exerting yet greater endeavours in order to halt the arms race, 

to extend the process of international detente to the military sphere and to 

concentrate all efforts on the achievement of real progress in the field 

of disarmament. 

The current campaign directed against the process of international 

detente, in which the so-called question of Afghanistan continues to be misused, 

the myth of an alleged Soviet threat is being unearthed and a return to the policy 

from the position of strength is being openly called for~ is in its 

implications also aimed directly against progress in the field of disarmament. 

The current policies of the United States and some other Western countries contain 

quite obvious and documented evidence of efforts to aggravate international 

tensions and to increase the arms race. This is clearly expressed in the 

NATO decision of r~1ay 1978 on systematically increasing the military budgets 

of its Member States up to the year 2000, in yet another NATO decision of 

last December on the deployment in r,restern Europe of American medium-range 

missiles targeted at the Soviet Union, in the recent announcement of the so-called 

new and still more dangerous nuclear strategy of the United States and 

in a number of other steps conducive to the growth of political and 

military tensions. 

That is why we consider it all the more necessary to revive as soon 

as possible all the ongoing disarmament talks and to make them as concrete 

as possible, to initiate negotiations also on those issues which, despite 

their urgency, are not as yet being negotiated, to achieve the universality 

of the already-existing disarmament measures and, above all) to conclude 

new practical agreements on disarmament. 
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T,Je see a growing urgency for this session of the United Nations General 

Assembly to concentrate wholly on the creation of conditions for a more effective 

implementation of the purposes and principles set forth in the Final 

Document of the tenth special session in 1978 devoted to disarmament, as well 

as in other United Nations policy documents relating to disarmament. The 

memorandum submitted by the Soviet Union, entitled 11Peace, disarmament 

and international security guarantees", outlining a comprehensive 

collection of proposals relating to all aspects of the main 

disarmament problems, constitutes a very concrete contribution in 

this direction. 

In the current situation it is imperative, in our view, to reach 

agreement on certain effective and immediate measures that would stave off 

the threatening danger of war created by reactionary forces in the West 

and that would reliably prevent its further growth. The Czechoslovak 

delegation has therefore warmly welcomed the important initiative submitted 

at this session by the Soviet Union concerning urgent measures for the 

reduction of the danger of war, such as the prevention of any further expansion of 

military groupings or the establishment of new ones, a decision not to increase 

the present levels of armed forces and armaments, the provision of effective 

guarantees of the non-use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-States 

having no such weapons on their territories, the speedy conclusion of a treaty 

on the general and complete prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests and the 

proclamation of a one-year moratorium on all nuclear explosions. 

MY delegation already explained its basic position on these 

important and urgent questions at the beginning of our debate. On the basis 

of the discussion in the First Committee up to now, we note with satisfaction 

that the Soviet proposals are meeting with the deserved positive response 

from those countries that have truly at heart the task of strengthening peace 

and averting the danger of ;.;ar. It would, indeed, be not only irresponsible 

but also very dangerous to ignore the growing danger of war and to close 
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our eyes to the pressinG need fer prcmpt measures for its elimination. We trust 

that both our Committee and the United Nations General Assembly will resolutely 

reject the tendentious endeavours by certain countries to play down or to 

dismiss those iwportant proposals, using for that purpose even a peculiar 

illegal interpretation of Article 51 of the Charter, and that they will 

unequivocally encourage the adoption of such measures without delay. 

The ac;enda of our deliberations contains numerous other disarmament 

issues deserving the special attention of all Member States. Czechoslovakia's 

position of principle in respect of those issues is well known. It was 

fully reflected in the Warsaw Declaration of the Political Ccnsultative 

Committee of the States Members of the ~·Jarsaw Treaty, issued on 15 Hay 1980" 

w-hich contains a broad programme of timely proposals for the strengthening 

of peace and international security and the achievement of tangible progress 

in the field of disarmament. 

Czechoslovakia, as is known, is a direct participant in a number of current 

international negotiations on various aspects of disarmament, both 1vithin 

and outside the United Nations, and, fq! its part, has always consistent~y 

striven and continues to strive for the achievement of concrete positive 

results and for a honest implementation of the commitments adopted. 

Together with all peace-loving States, vTe are deeply concerned by the 

unfounded and, moreover, extremely risky delays caused for more than a year 

by the United States in the ratification of the Soviet-American SALT II treaty 

which are reducing the prospects for progress in a number of other disarmament 

efforts also, while at the same time creating a climate of unc~rtainty 

and tension in international relations. It is quite obvious that, had that 

treaty been ratified in time, we too could have advanced substantially in 

our deliberations here in the United Nations. 1Je therefore fully join in the 

emphatic appeal for the speedy ratification of that e-xce-ptionally important 

treaty and hope that the next stage, that is, talks on a SALT III treaty, 

uill be opened as soon as possible on that basis. 
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The complexity of the current international situation made itself felt 

this year also in the vrork of the princi.t?al nec:otiating body, the Geneva 

Cowaittee on Disarmmnent. As a member of that Ccm~ittee and as on~ of 

its Chairmen, this year, the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic cannot evaluate 

as positive the fact that the Com~ittee had to devote a major part 

of the time allocated to overcoming organizational and procedural problems, 

nost of which were erected artificially and for rather obvious purposes. 

TI1at, in our view, is one of the reasons why, despite great efforts by 

many delegations, including the Czechoslovak dele gat ion, the Committee has 

as yet not achieved the needed substantive progress. On the other hand, 

vre are not losinc; sight of the fact that this year's sesslon of the Committee 

also brought certain positive results_ notably the establisbment and the start of 

the vrork of the four vrorking groups dealing with the questions of the prohibition 

of chemical vreapons, the drafting of the final text of the a~reement oanning 

radiolosical vreapons, security safeguards for non-nuclear States and the 

drafting of a general progrmmne of r1isarmament, The Czechoslova~~ Socialist 

Hepublic approaches all those questions actively and believes that the 

deliberations of the working groups uill make a positive contribution 

to their solution. 

This can only be achieved, hovrever, provided that they are not disturbed 

by renewed attempts to create complications such as vre have >fitnessed, for 

instance) in connezion vith the spreadine; of invented and unfounded reports 

concerning the alleged use of chemical weapons. ~.Te believe that, with the 

prerequisite of political e;oodvrill, there are ample possibilities of reaching 

a comprehensive agreem.ent on the prohibition of chemical veapons, includinc 

the creation of an effective verification system, and that all c'.ue attention 

must be devoted to this very task. 
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The joint Soviet -Americcm draft of the treaty on the prohibit ion of 

radioloc;ical 1;,reapons. submitted this year to the Ccrr.mittee on Disarmament, 

represents, in our viei·T) a balanced basis for the speedy elaboration of the 

final text. ~Te are convinced that this question, too, must be tackled in a 

constructive and realistic spirit and without unnecessary delays. 

VIe furthermore advocate continued negotiations on the substance of an 

international agreement on the strenc;thening of security safeguards for 

non-nuclear States, while not losing sight at the same time of yet other 

1-rays of resolving this matter. In this context, vre fully support the proposal 

that, as a first step towards concluding such an agreement, all nuclear 

States should make the relevant solemn declarations that could be reinforced 

by the approval of the Security Council. 
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Czechoslovalcia has cl_evoted cor..siderable a.ttention to the <]_uestion of the 

draftinc; of a c;eneral programme of c1isarmaE1ent and" as is known it submitted 

on behnlf of the group of the socialist countries 8. draft of the main elements 

of such a proc;ranme to the Geneva Committee on Disarm2ment o Fe trust that 

the continued deliberations of both the -vrorld.nc group anc.1 the Comrrrittee on this 

issue Hill brine; about realistic and useful results and Hill create a fruitful 

basis for the ·Fork of the second special session of the United Nations General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament, which is to be helCl in 1982. l!e furthermore 

advocate that the continued work on this p:;.·or:~rmiJII1e should take into account 

the results of the mr:!:SCO Horld Congress on Disarr18I11ent Education held. in 

June this year and ths..t some of the principal postulates of its final document 

should be included in the draft pro~;ramr,le. 

TTe deem it necessary for the Committee on Disarmament, from the very 

outset of its session next year, to embark on intensive deliberations on the 

aforementioned questions in the vrorking groups established and to mal:e purposeful 

and effective use of its allocated tilD.e vrhile considering and draftinc S')ecific 

international ar;reements 0 

An even greater effort by the Geneva Committee is needed in relation to the 

urgent question of measures to halt nuclear armament and to start a transition to 

the gradual reduction 0f the stocl~piles of nuc1ear -vreapons to the point of their 

complete liquidation. In our view, it is a regrettable shortcoming that, in vievr of 

the lacl: of constructive IJOSi tions on the part of certain countries, the Cornmi ttee 

has as yet not started substantive deliberations on the over~all question 

of nuclear disarmament and on all aspects of nuclear weapons, des:9ite the 

proposals submitted. He:;' believe that a uorkinG c:roup should be established Fi thin 

the COIIll:J.ittee that could embark without delay on the substantive cor:sider2.tion 

of this princina.l elerllent of the disarmament effort. 

It is e(Jually necessary, ln our vieu, to establish a Horldnc; n;roup in the 

Ccrr~ittee for the preparation of a treaty on the general and ccmplcto prohibition 

of nuclear-weafon tests, in whose work aJl nuclear States could participate, 

'I'his group could proceed in its activities on the basis of the results 
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achieved in the course of the preparatory Soviet-Arnerican,.British talks as Hell 

as of much other background ~aterial, including the results of the expert 

ne:-;o-Lie"tions on co-·Ol?eration in the detection and identification of seis;;1ic 

phenomena, which has so far been compiled by the Committee. \1Te are firmly 

convinced that as far as the substance of the matter lS concerned, there are no 

l'eo_l obstacles 2n the vray of preparinG such a treaty ln the near future .. " 

esiJecially if the oelibera,tions could be held in conditions of a moratoriun 

on nuclear ex:nlosions, as proposed by the Soviet Union. The necessity of the 

ee .. rliest nossible elaboration of a cor,lprehensive test-ban treaty has been 

underlined by the recent Chinese atr>10spheric test_, the harmful effects of the 

r~dioactive residue of which have yet to he assessed. 

TTe deem it necessary to intensify the work of tbe Geneva Committee on 

-Gb_e question of the prohibition of the development and mcnufacture of neu types 

of vreapons of mass destruction and neF systems of such ueapons. In order to 

!Jreparc a draft of a correspondin~ international agreement, as well as to consider 

the possibilities of concludine; individual specific agreements" it vould be 

very useful" in our vieH, to establish an autl1oritative group of exnerts that 

Hould follou and, at the same time, evaluo.te the developments in that field. 

Ue trust that the current session of the United Nations General Assembl:T 

-rrill 8"dopt such decisions as will enable the Geneva CoiDmittee on Disarmament 

to embark next year on intensive) constructive and fruitful work, 

This year 1re are entering the fecond Disarmament Decade, the policy-~setting 

icl_eas and ol1jectives of uhicll ue shall a11prove at the current session. .A~so 

alres"dy uithin sic;ht is the seconcl. s:;Jecial session of the United Nations General 

Asse111bly devoted to disarmament from 1-rhich all the peace-lovinc; countries and 

"])eonles expect practical results and concrete progress in the decisive 

direction of efforts for halting the arms race and for disarmament. 

He believe that the best -r.my to ensure the success of that session lies, 

first of c_ll, in the effective utilization of the remaining time for intensive and 

frujtful ne[~otiations in the Committee on Disarmament and in the Unitec1 Nations 

'!isarraament Comr1ission, as well as in other international bodies dealinr; with 

ll_uestions of c.isarmament, J\nd it is here_ as 1ve have already indicated" that 

the greatest reserves exist, 
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T·Te furthermore advocate the hir;hest possible quality of organizational 

as well as substantive preparation for that session 0 in vrhich He are prepared to 

take an i:r&n.ediate and active part. 11e helieve that all States l·rhich so desire 

should be enabled to participate in the preparatory work. Hithout anticipatinp~ 

the development of events, ~tre should like to submit the vieu that the 

attention of the second special session should focus on the mapping of concrete 

vrays and means of achievinc; practical pro:3ress in the field of disarma•·aent, 

uhile fully respectinc; the already ac;reerl and existine: princirles. Especiall~r 

I·Jith regard to the machinery of disarmament negotiations, tlle special session 

should, in our view 0 constitute the first step tm·rards convening a uorld 

conference on disarmament -vrith the nartici:r:mtion of all States aw1 should 

initiate its practical preparation. 

In our opinion, the special session should fully reflect the spirit of 

constructive. purposeful and fruitful international co-oneration callecl for 

in the United Nations Decle_ration on International Co-~operation for Disarrn.ament" 

adopted last year on the Czechoslovak initiative, 

He,, of course, fully understand that the achievement of those objectives 

:Ls vTholy dependent on the political will of all the participants in the 

deliberations and, above all, on the course of action tal~en by the per-nanent 

members of the United Nations Security Council anc_ on their determination 

honestl~r to fulfil their special responsibility for world peace, security and 

disarmarn_ent. Ho~trever" should that be lacking, then the real danr-;er arises 

that we shall have to face a situation in which our deliberations Hill 

increasinr~ly lag behind the progress of the arms race. And should 1ve nermit 

the developments to proceed in that direction" it v·rill hardly be possible to 

release the ~!Leans necessary for economic and social develor;ment or to 

prevent the advancinc; devastation of the earth and its natural resources which 

could be exhausted by the continued an1S race, 

For these reasons, ~tre emphatically call for the responsible consideration 

and adoption of the vell-·lmown pronosals for the immediate practical reduction 

of military bude;ets, especially those of the r:;reat Pove:v's ~ and i•re -vrelcoHe th_e 

proposal of the Soviet Union to consider the question of the historical 

responsibilit:r of States for the preservation of nature for both present 

and future generations, 
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":e fur·chermore support the elaboration and adoption of a 1vorld--•ricle 

tre2ty on the non-use of force in international relations 1-rhich voulcl_ 0 

i~1 our vi_e\: considera!Jly strenr-;then peace and security throughout the Horld 

e.n0_ voulc:t ej:, t!Je same time, create J'luch lllore favourable conditions for progress 

ln di~~'"'-T .:a:me;"t negotiations. 

Of nerpetual tir,1eliness - a timeliness enhanced by, among other things, the 

continuin~ dangerous activities of South Africa, Israel and some other countries -

lS the question of the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, which was considered 

El det~il t~lis year by the Second Reviev Conference of States Parties of the 

~:on Proli:fer:tion 'rre:=;,t~', held recently in Geneva. He believe that the 

Ccmference has once a2_;ain reaffirmed the exceptional importance of the Nuclear 

~· 1 0:1 ~-Proliferation Treaty and the necessity of the systematic strengthening 

of its re~;i211e. The deliberations of the Conference also confirmed the 

iT:c>eDl2.CeEJ;le role of the International Atomic :Cnerc:y Af!,ency ( IAEJ'.) in the 

a:::T·lication of the system of nuclear safeguards and in developinG; international 

co- o:nerati011 in the field of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 
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(Mr. Handl, Czechoslovakia) 

Czecccslcvakia continues to be a staunch supporter of the idea of 

establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world as an 

important means of strengthening the nuclear non-proliferation regime as well 

as regional and international security. 

We also support the efforts of the States in the area of the Indian Ocean 

to establish a zone of peace and to eliminate foreign military bases in their 

region and we welcome the convening of an international Conference on that 

question in the coming year. 

In our opinion, it is also important that an agreement be reached on the 

non-stationing of nuclear weapons on the territories of States where there are 

no such weapons at present. 

The Czechoslovak delegation welcomed the positive results of the Conference 

on the prohibition or limitation for humanitarian reasons of the use of certain 

types of conventional weapons, which ended in Geneva two weeks ago. We regard 

the agreements that were reached, in the elaboration of which we participated, 

as a new and important contribution to the efforts aimed at halting the arms 

race and extending the process of detente to the military sphere. 

As a European country located in the centre of the strongest military 

concentration in the world, Czechoslovakia, together with other member countries 

of the Warsaw Treaty, is exerting all-round intensive efforts aimed at halting 

the arms race and creating military detente in IUrope. 

The Communique adopted at the recent session of the Ccmmittee of Ministers 

for Foreign Affairs of the \,Tarsaw Treaty countries in Warsaw on 19 October 1980 

once again fully reaffirms all the initiatives and proposals aimed at strengthening 

peace, detente and co-operation in Europe. It emphasizes that 

"there are no types of weapons the limitation and reduction of which 

could not be agreed upon on the basis of reciprocity, while strictly 

observing the principle of equality and the undiminished security of 

all States 11
• 
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Our cc~proach fully n:oplies also to tl.,_e burning issue of the de1)loy:ment 

of 572 neH J-llnerican mediurn~rC\nge missiles carrvinp: nuclear ueapons on the 

territories of Hestern Eurone:m States members of lifATO, uhich -vms decided 

u;Jon contrary to the interests of European ancl_ Horld peace. \1e fully support 

the Soviet pro~Josals for the solution of that pressing :t:Jroblem concurrently 

and in ore;~.:mic interrelationship vith the question of the United States 

forvard--based systems 0 He trust that the opening of Soviet--American talks 

uill brine; lJOsitive results in that respect. 

It mc:,y also be recalled that the socialist countries had already :pro:r;osed 

earlier that the States vartici}Jants in the Conference on Secur1ty and 

Co~operation in Europe should conclude a treaty amonc; themselves on the non·, 

first·-use of either nuclear or conventional arms: in other 1-mrds" that a 

d~. f_a_c_!_s:J_ non·-agp;ression pact be concluded in Europe w-ith the participation 

of the United States and Canada. 

In the current complicated international situation i·re attach grouing 

importance to the Tn_eeting of representatives of the States :r::articipants in 

the Conference on Security and Co-·O!Jeration in Eurone uhich is to open in 

lladrid on ll November of this year. 

~re are convinced that the l1adrid meeting must pay due attention to 

consideration of the military aspects of Euro:oean security and of specific measures 

t:1at may be adopted to that end 0 It is of paramount importance to us that a 

decisioD be reached at the Madrid meetinc; to convene a conference on military 

detente and disarmament in Europe. As representatives l'nov, the socialist 

countries 1)ropose that in the first stage the conference should consider the 

question of confidence~building measures and should concentrate subsequently on 

the co-ordination of measures to reduce tbe level and concentration of 

military confrontc.tion in Europe" including the limitation of military activities 

and the reduction of armed forces and armmnents. 

Czechosloval~ia also attaches particular importance to the Vienna te;,lks on the 

reduction of armed forces and arr:t&Tients in central Europe, a matter on 1rhich, 
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(Hr. Handl,Cze~]l.~_slovakia) 

along with the other socialist countries, we strive untiringly for the 

achievement of progress. Suffice it to recall one of the most recent proposals, 

submitted by the socialist countries on 10 July 1980. In substance, it 

proposes that in the first stage the United States should ,,rithdraw 13,000 

soldiers from the agreed area of reduction and the Soviet Union another 

20,000 soldiers, in addition to the 20,000 men Hho were unilaterally -vri thdra-vm 

from the territory of the German Democratic Republic along -vrith l ,000 tanks 

and other military equipment. vTe believe that, if our partners in Vienna really 

wish to reach agreement, this and other constructive proposals 

by the socialist countries should provide them vrith ample opportunity to do 

so. Surely there is a ,,ray to resolve this issue. 

In concluding my statement I should like to assure the Chairman 

that the Czechoslovak delegation is ready to co-operate ,,rith all delee;ations 

in the interest of the positive and successful consideration of the disarmament 

issues on the agenda of our Committee and to exert all~round efforts so that 

a maximum degree of proe;ress in that direction may be made at the current session. 

The meeting rose at 1.15 p ·~ 




